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ABSTRACT: In recent years, there has been 

considerable interest in the electrostatic chucks (ESCs). 

Wafer cooling by means of gas at the backside of wafers 

plays an important role in electrostatic chucks and it uses 

an electrostatic potential to secure the wafer. In this study, 

the correlation of the electric voltage and electrostatic 

force distribution are considered to the ability of heat 

conductance. For this purpose, multiphysics simulation 

has been carried out to study the influence of electrostatic 

on temperature distribution of a wafer. The resulting 

temperature distribution on a wafer held by a ceramic 

body of the electrostatic chuck is investigated and 

conduct the conjugated heat transfer in 3D and 

electrostatic force is presented in 2D. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With science and technology improvement, 

lower and uniformity distribution of wafer 

temperature are required due to film growing and 

yield rate for semiconductor processing 

equipment [1][2]. For this purpose, electrostatic 

(so-called ESCs) is one of the solutions. The 

electrostatic chucks mainly constructed of a 

ceramic material with high thermal conductivity and 

embedded tungsten electrode within chucks. An 

electrostatic force is established by applying an electric 

potential to both of the electrodes. There are mainly two 

of the heat transfer path to remove the heat from the 

wafer: (a) Cooling gas (usually helium) is introduced 

through a hole on the bottom of chuck and force the part 

of heat out of the wafer. (b) Flowing cooling liquid on the 

specific geometry of channel, under ceramic chuck and 

bring the else of heat out of the ceramic body. 

This paper presents both conjugated model 

(heat transfer and fluid dynamics) and electrostatic 

model. The model is developed to predict the 

wafer temperature distribution under various 

potential voltage of electrodes embedded within 

chucks. It is found that control of thermal 

resistances across the interface between the wafer 

and the surface of chuck plays an important role 

in controlling both of the top temperature and 

temperature uniformity. Also, build up a 

correlation between the wafer temperature and 

potential voltage, from the simulation results. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic presentation of electrostatic chuck. 

An electrode arrangement is embedded within the 

ceramic body and the wafer has an intimated contact to 

the chuck with electrostatic attractive force.  

 

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The analysis of the model utilizes the built-in 

conjugated model and electrostatic model 

available in COMSOL Multiphysics. The 

derivations of these equations have been well 

documented in literature. However, they are 

presented here for completeness. 

 

2.1 Heat transfer path in both groove region and 

contact region. 

When both of the objects are pressed together, 

no two solid surface will ever form a perfectly 

contact region due to machining limitations. The 

aim of the section is to predict hsum  that 

dependent upon the characteristics of the surface, 

the mechanical pressure between them, and 

whether there is any conducting fluid in the 

interstices of the interface [3][4]. The CMY 

model was extend to include the effect of high 

thermal conductivity layers and contact micro 

hardness was depend on material properties, 

surface roughness parameters, and contact 

pressure. It considers the resistance to the flow of 

heat between two solid bodies in contact and 
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reported that the available simple contact 

conductance model was expressed as [5][6]: 

 

h𝑠𝑢𝑚 = h𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 + h𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑                    (1) 

 

Where h𝑠𝑢𝑚 , h𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑  and h𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑  are the joint, 

solid and fluid conductance, respectively. This 

simple relation shows that there are two paths for 

the heat to cross the joint: (i) by the means of the 

micro contacts and (ii) gas across the micro gaps. 

Radiation heat transfer across the micro and 

macro gaps was ignored. 

 

 
Figure 2. Temperature drop through the interface 

between the two contacting faces and two modes of 

heat transfer exist. The first is conduction through 

points of solid-to-solid contact ( Qs ). Secondly, 

conduction through the gas filled gaps (Qc). 

 

2.2 Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations 

In differential form, the N-S equations are 

given by: 

𝜌
𝐷𝐮𝑓

𝐷𝑡
= −𝛻𝑝 + 𝜇𝛻2𝐮𝑓 + 𝐅𝑓            (2) 

 

and  

∇ ∙ 𝐮𝑓 = 0                                   (3) 

 

where Eq. (1) represents the conservation of 

momentum and Eq. (2) represents the 

conservation of mass. The subscript,  f, denotes 

the fluid domain. The majority of the flows 

simulated for the problems considered here are 

laminar flow. The boundary conditions imposed 

on the momentum balance are no slip at the walls: 

 

𝑃 = P0                 Inlet 

 

 𝑢 = 0                  Walls 

 

No slip boundary condition for a stationary solid 

wall means the fluid at the wall is not moving. The 

outlet boundary conditions describing fluid flow 

at an outlet are the pressure, and no viscous stress. 

The pressure condition prescribes only a Dirichlet 

condition for the pressure: 

  

𝑃 = 1 𝑎𝑡𝑚                Outlet 

 

The boundary conditions are physically 

equivalent to a boundary that is adjacent to a large 

container (inlets) or existing into a large container 

(outlets). 

 

2.3 Maxwell stress tensor equations  

 

 Wafer is secured on the top of electrostatic 

chuck by applying potential voltage of the 

electrodes and the electrostatic force can be 

introduced from Maxwell stress tensor. The total 

electromagnetic force on the charges in volume V 

is: 

 

F = ∫ (𝐸 × 𝑣 × 𝐵)𝜌𝑑𝜏
𝑉

= ∫ (𝜌𝐸 + 𝐽 × 𝐵)𝑑𝜏
𝑉

   (4) 

 
This equation could be simplified by introducing 

the Maxwell stress tensor T. The Maxwell stress 

tensor is a second rank tensor used in classical 

electromagnetism to represent the interaction 

between electromagnetic forces and mechanical 

momentum[7]: 

 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 ≡ 𝜖0 (𝐸𝑖𝐸𝑗 −
1

2
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐸2) +

1

𝜇0
(𝐵𝑖𝐵𝑗 −

1

2
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝐵2)   (5) 

 

The i and j are the coordinates of x,y and z, so the 

Maxwell stress tensor T are composed of nine 

components. 

 

3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS  
The thermal process can be explained as 

follows: uniform heat source is applied to the 

wafer surface and piece of heat is brought out 

from the wafer by means of backside gas and 

flowing liquid. In this study, we are working on 

the following assumptions to simplify model: (i.) 

stationary state (ii.) thermal insulation in the 

chamber (iii.) neglect the heat radiation effect (iv.) 

uniform heat source from plasma to the wafer (v.) 

neglect the heat of chemical reaction on wafers.  

In addition, all of materials in this study are listed 

in table 1. Two of the ceramic materials are shown 

in column 1 and 2. Pedestal, an interface between 

wafer and electrostatic chuck, is made up with Al 

alloy. Neglect the thermal resistance resulted 
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from tungsten electrodes due to the extreme-thin 
thickness. 

 

 
Table 1. Thermal conductivity and thermal expansion 

coefficient of materials in this model. 

 

3.1 Conjugated heat transfer 

The principle of set-up is shown in Figure 3. 

The setting of simulation: pure water as the 

working fluid, the pressure drop of fluid maintains 

30 torr and the inlet temperature is 288K. The 

fluid property is seen as laminar fluid since the 

Reynolds number is roughly derived as magnitude 

230 from simulation results. Therefore, 

conditions of no viscous fluid and incompressible 

fluid are reasonable to be considered in this 

problem. The general inward heat flux is 1.414 

W/cm2, uniformly applied to the top of wafer. For 

backside cooling, the effect of heat transfer due to 

moving fluid is replaced as the heat convection on 

the groove surface and the magnitude of heat 

convection coefficient can be derived from [6]. 

The roughness of ESC surface of Al2O3 ceramic 

body is varied by a factor of 2, and it is much 

greater than that of AlN. 

 

 
Figure 3. Rough schematic cross-sectional 

presentation of electrostatic chucks and some of the 

explanations of boundary conditions. 

 
3.2 Electrostatic interface 

The principle of set-up is shown in Figure 4. 

We divided it by following steps: (i) locate the 

boundary section of electrode A and B at constant 

potential voltage +/-2.0, +/-2.5 and +/-3.0 kV 

separately. (ii) make both top and bottom of entire 

model (geometry) connect to ground in order to  

balance the electron balance. (iii) for charge 

density, both sides of gap resulted from roughness 

are forced to zero (iv)  periodic condition is 

applied to both sides of entire model (geometry) 

due to reduction of the element numbers. 

However, the edge effect on electric distribution 

field is ignored.  

 

 
Figure 4. Schematic presentation of bipolar electrodes 

arrangement and boundary conditions.  

 

4. RESULTS AND COMPARISON 
Multiphysics simulation has been carried out 

to study the influence of electrostatic and helium 

backside pressure on temperature distribution of a 

wafer. This section is separated in three parts. First, 

we present the results of the wafer temperature 

distribution and the improvement compared with 

two ceramic bodies (AlN and Al2O3) in Figure 5 – 

8. Secondly, the electrostatic force and electric field 

on the wafer in various potential voltage in Figure 

9 – 10. Finally, we sketch a plot to analyze the 

temperature improvement due to the magnitude of 

backside helium pressure and electric potential in 

Figure 11 – 12.  
 

4.1 Wafer temperature distribution 

Both of the results reveal that the highest 

temperature occurs at the edge of wafer. Resulted 

from the radius of ESC should be slightly less than 

that from wafer in deposited processing 

applications so as to cover the ESC surface from 

metal deposition. In our study, the radius of ESC 

is about 2% smaller than wafer. Due to the wafer 

overhang, the wafer temperature is increasing 

desperately on edge since there are no backside 

cooling and contact regions, rarely thermal 

conduction surrounding edge regions.  

From the results of Figure 5 and Figure 7, for 

ceramic body of AlN material, it is obvious that 

average wafer temperature is lower than Al2O3 . 
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Besides, the lowest temperature of wafer (deep 

blue) occurs near the inlet cooling liquid and 

quickly cooling down (color change). The main 

reason is that natural high thermal conductivity of 

AlN ceramic is capable of removing the great part 

of heat energy out of the wafer that finally 

transferred to cooling water. In other words, the 

cooling liquid brought more heat energy out of the 

system and increase water temperature distinctly 

than ESC with Al2O3. 

 

 
Figure 5. Wafer temperature distribution, ceramic 

body of AlN. 

 

 
Figure 6. Wafer temperature distribution in three of the 

paths from edge (0 mm) to edge (300 mm) for AlN 

ceramic body. This pattern is used to create “contact 

regions” where the wafer and chuck form an intimate 

contact and “grooved regions” whose the depth is 

below 100μm. 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Wafer temperature distribution, ceramic 

body of Al2O3  

 

 
Figure 8. Wafer temperature distribution in three of the 

paths from edge (0 mm) to edge (300 mm) for Al2O3 

ceramic body.  

 

From the results of Figure 6 and Figure 8, we 

sketched three of the paths to reveal the 

temperature distribution within the wafer. The 

non-symmetrical temperature distribution mainly 

resulted from the geometrical design of cooling 

liquid (water). According to the comparison of the 

two ceramic bodies, the wafer temperature around 

the edge regions is relative higher than that around 

central regions especially for Al2O3 ceramic body. 
 

4.2 Electrostatic force and electric field 

distribution 

As shown in Eq. (5), the attractive force is always 

normal to the object. Therefore, the net 

electrostatic force upon the wafer should be the 

differences between the top and bottom wafer. 

From the result of simulation, we found the 
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electrostatic pressure and electric field will 

rapidly drop on both edges of electrodes. As 

shown in Figure 9, the electrostatic pressure right 

above the electrodes is approximately 

proportional to the square of potential voltage 

between the electrodes. 

 

 
Figure 9. Electrostatic pressure versus the potential 

voltage. 

 

 
Figure 10. Electric field versus the potential voltage. 

 

4.3 Correlation between wafer temperature 

uniformity, backside pressure and electric 

potential 

 

Generally speaking, the force equilibrium is based 

on three factors: electrostatic force, wafer mass 

and backside pressure. Some points are missing at 

the end of line in Figure 11 as backside pressure 

raise. It means the force equilibrium is unsatisfied; 

consequently, electrostatic force is unable to 

secure the wafer remain stationary as the backside 

pressure increase due to the backside pressure 

becomes attractive force. 

From Figure 11, we have divided the discussions 

into three parts: (i.) the improvement of wafer 

temperature non-uniformity will be better as the 

backside pressure increase. However, for ceramic 

body of AlN, it is indistinct to lessen the non-

uniformity by controlling the backside pressure. 

The main reason is the principal heat energy 

transferred to cooling liquid (water) via ceramic 

body with higher thermal conductivity – AlN. (ii.) 

at specific backside pressure, the temperature 

non-uniformity lessens when potential voltage 

increases. From the relation between electrostatic 

force and voltage, the more electrostatic force 

secures the wafer, the more potential voltage 

applies to electrodes. With higher clamping force 

on the wafer, more area with solid conductivity 

will be available that is beneficial for heat transfer. 

 
Figure 11. Wafer temperature uniformity versus the 

backside gas pressure in two ceramic materials when 

the electric potential range from 2.0 to 3.0 kV. 

 

(iii.) at specific backside pressure, the top 

temperature slightly raises as backside pressure 

increases. Since the overpressure will induce the 

wafer to break away the chuck a little, less 

available area with solid conductivity is 

disadvantageous to heat transfer. Nevertheless, 

for ceramic body of  Al2O3 , the principal heat 

transfer to cooling down depends on the backside 

gas. 
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Figure 12. Top wafer temperature versus the backside 

gas pressure in two ceramic materials when the 

potential electric range from 2.0 to 3.0 kV. 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

As mentioned above, we summarize the results 

into five points: (i.) The AlN ceramic body 

significantly reduce the wafer temperature and 

non-uniformity other than Al2O3  one. (ii.) The 

non-symmetrical temperature distribution mainly 

results from the geometric design of cooling water. 

(iii.)The electrostatic voltage is a principal factor of 

wafer temperature and distribution. (iv.)The top 

temperature slightly increases as backside pressure 

due to the less available area of ESCs to the wafer. 

(v.)The relation of the electrostatic force and 

potential voltage is built up. 
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